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Well its almost here yet again.
The National Meet, this time in
Adelaide/Tanunda is, of course coming
together nicely, however, it does need
your input right now. If you have not
received the booking form for the Meet,
you will find it at the back of this
Newsletter and on our Website as well
as Facebook and the official Club
Forum. Thanks go to all those that have
sent in their booking. It is possible this
year to make your booking and just pay
the minimum deposit followed by
instalments to make it more convenient.
Any Hoo, It’s looking to be a great time
yet again and one not to miss. I must
say the SA
Mob tend to
put on a great
event.
The Weintal
Resort will be
looking after us with some excellent
facilities on site. If you are reading this
on-line just click the links to take you
there. There will be some Eureka
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Driving through the Adelaide Hills,
although it wont be
torturous. It will be a
nice gentle cruise
through
some
interesting country
towns and of course the winery area of
the Barossa Valley. The National Motor
Museum in Birdwood will host us for the
morning and early afternoon before a
leisurely return, (different route) to our
accommodation.

Should you have a few bits left over
from your project, or you have
something new to see, feel free to bring
it along. There will be opportunities
throughout the weekend to buy, sell or
swap parts.
The Theme of this year’s event is The
National Meet. Wear your “T”Shirt from
your first or favourite National Meet.
CONTINUED PAGE 2
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There will be a display and other
items of interest.
There will be some fun activities
during the event we hope you will be
participating in. Awards will be made.
A tradition started in Adelaide in 2006 will continue
with an affordable Auction during the Saturday
evening.

Sunday morning will be the Purvis Eureka Car Club
AGM (on the premises) where all office bearers will
stand down and members will vote for committee
positions for 2016/17.

Lunch will be at your own discretion, however there is
a fine bistro on the premises too, as well as a coffee
lounge & Bar.
In the afternoon we will be heading to a local winery for
the obligatory and mandatory Photo Shoot as well as
an opportunity for
some wine tasting
and maybe a round
of Crocket :-) on the
lawn.

BOOKING Forms out NOW

RETROAUTOS
The September 2016 edition of Retroautos is now online. There’s plenty of reading, and it is all
free.
Click on this link: http://issuu.com/retroautos
This issue features the Vauxhall collection of George Seymour. All of his cars are quite rare. His
1968 Viva GT is one of only 50 currently on the road anywhere in the world. We chat with General Motors (GM) car design guru, Leo Pruneau, who developed the Viva GT.
Wayne Ryan talks about the restoration of his 1945 Holden pedal car and we celebrate the 50th
anniversary of Mercury’s Cougar.
In the photo feature, Once Upon A Time, we travel through parts of Canada and the USA in November 1960 checking out all the cool cars, including the GM Motorama in New York.
And we take a look at Dodge’s 1955 La Femme, the brand's attempt to appeal to women car
buyers.
RetroRacing gets us all misty-eyed, with never before seen photos of the demolition of the
famed Liverpool Raceway in Sydney.
We know you will enjoy this edition of Retroautos. It is published with passion and with pride.
Thanks,
David

Mighty
Excited to announce that some Mighty Car
Mods episodes will air on Discovery Car Mods
YOUTUBE

"It doesn't matter how old you are, or where
you're from, there's a universal appeal with cars,
and making them faster. We love driving and
modifying cars on the cheap and having loads of
adventures while we do it. Over the last eight years we're
thrilled to have received over 300 million views on
YouTube and now we’re excited that a whole new
audience will get to experience Mighty Car Mods for the
first time on their TVs at home," said Moog.

Channel in September. Over the years
we've been contacted by numerous TV
networks and production companies that usually have this
idea that we should change what we are doing, or add a
host, relocate to USA, or the UK, make it fundamentally
different or change it into more of a 'format' that fits with
their TV audience. But we’re actually entirely happy
making our own videos, our own way on YouTube.
Mighty Car Mods: Mod Max
And then Discovery Channel came along and said "What Australian and New Zealand TV Premiere - Tuesday 6
you do is already awesome. Let's just put that on TV". So
September at 9.30pm AEST
we started working about 6 months ago on TV versions of
our existing episodes which will kick off on Tuesday nights In the first Mighty Car Mods episode to air on Discovery
Turbo, Marty and Moog are on a mission to create an
in September.
Armageddon ride inspired by the phenomenal stunt
Similar to when QANTAS started broadcasting our cars from the Mad Max: Fury Road blockbuster. Starting
episodes in planes, the episodes airing on Discovery with a rather unconventional base car, they set out to turn
Channel are episodes that have already been broadcast a Nissan Silvia, with the guts of a Holden Commodore,
on our YouTube channel, just re-edited to fit within the into a post-apocalyptic thrasher on wheels fit to rule the
time constraints of TV so there’s no need to worry that
desert wastelands.
you’ll be missing out on anything if you don’t have cable.
We’re still making our regular Mighty Car Mods episodes And they're not making it easy on themselves - with just
on YouTube as we always have and they’ll always be free three days to get the job done, the pressure is on to get
this unique car fitted out, modified and ready to roll. Along
and never behind a paywall.
the way they meet some of the crew who worked on the
Mighty Car Mods will be the first Australian made film, who help to get their wheels end-of-the-world worthy,
Automotive show on Discovery and we are proud that
before they put it to the ultimate test.
we’ve hand made this show entirely independently without
a publisher, broadcaster or production company. Just a http://www.discoverychannel.com.au/mighty-car-modsbunch of mates hanging out making cars movies, music coming-to-discovery-turbo/
and mods.
Being on TV was never really a goal for us, but we’re
excited that a whole new group of people will get to see
MCM for the first time on their TV’s at home.
Tuesdays from 6 September at 9.30pm AEST

Australian and New Zealand TV Premiere Exclusive to
Discovery Turbo
Discovery Networks have partnered with Mighty Car
Mods -Aussiecar enthusiasts
Blair Joscelyne (aka Moog) and Marty Mulholland - to
bring the duo's classic episodes to television for the first
time, exclusively on Discovery Turbo from September.
The world's number one online DIY auto show, Mighty Car
Mods demonstrates fantastic automotive projects that
viewers can do themselves at home. Variety
Magazine recently ranked the pair in the world's Top 12
most influential digital stars and with over 1.9 million
YouTube subscribers and up to 4.2 million views per
week, it's clear they have a dedicated and passionate
audience.

ALSO ON YOUTUBE,
(for those not in the shed.)

I know this is not a Eureka, nor is it a Kit Kar,
but it's two guys making their own car their
way. Taking an Austin Mini and shoe horning a
Toyota Celica GT4 wheel drive turbo'd engine
gearbox
AND
running
gear.
Absolutely totally awsome. Fantastic engineering and bloody funny, (it's English). Currently 13 episodes on Youtube, (30min each).
Highly reccomended, but you need to start at
episode one
Project Binky - Episode 1 - Austin Mini GTFour - Turbo Charged 4WD Mini
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ell here we are now looking at the 10th
edition of this Newsletter. If you would
like to see something in particular just let us
know. just send me an e-mail.
Part of the job is to keep accurate records of
Members, however since taking on the role, I
have found many incorrect addresses, both on
the home/mailing address and on e-mail. So if
you have recently (in the last year or two),
changed your circumstances, please e-mail me
at
secretary@purviseurekacarclub.com.au The
Newsletters are also made available on the
Main Website should you have missed a copy.
If you receive a copy in the mail, then our
information on your e-mail address is incorrect.
It would be appreciated if you drop me a line
with
your
updated
details.
If you would prefer to receive the Newsletter via
mail rather than e-mail, please advise & I will
put you on the mailing list.

THE WWW
T H E
m a i n
C L U B
s i t e
www.purviseurekacarclub.com.au has had over
71,898 Visitors as at Feb 2015 . This is the hub
of all our WEB activity, hosting the static site,
Wiki & Forum . There are now 224 on the
FORUM with 9,822 posts in 1,432 topics.
CYCO again wins the top Poster award this
month.
Currently 329 people are now on our
FACEBOOK Page. This has been quite a
positive for the club, having pulled a number of
Eureka’s from obscurity. There are still a
number popping up for sale.
Following the success of The Newsletter it is
now in a different and more readable format online. It is now available from our Website along
with previous issues. HERE

Member renewals are coming in thick n fast on
top of about 5 new members. Member cards
and new packs go out every week.
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At the Pinery

OUT n ABOUT

Bushfire Relief Fund-raiser.

300 plus Hot Rods, Customs plus one Eureka gathered
at the Mallala Oval (South Ozz) in aid of the Pinery
Bushfire victims. This was the Sunday before ANZAC
Day and interestingly, (although it was difficult to
comprehend), I'd be at another Car Show, the following
Sunday, see the bit on Stoneleigh, next page.

Spotted laying low at
the 7 day VALLA VW
SHOW event in Coffs
Harbour NSW in July/
August
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Someone was lucky enough to get to the biggest Kit
Kar Show in the world, however, not lucky enough
to actually bring one back to OZ.

STONELEIGH

in the UK can be seen 5 acres

of Kit cars over a two day period on the first
weekend in May every year. The UK seem to have
an easier time with Kits than we do in OZ. Here are
a few pics from the 2016 Show, but more can be
found on the Show Website. It’s always great to
catch up with the NOVA gang especially as one of
our own (Bushboy), is now the Chairman of the
NOVA Car Club.

Here’s only a few of the thousands on display
and yes it did rain, but there were many more
attractions in the pavilions, from New Kits to
parts, lots of parts. Then there were the rides,
from a Dakar Rally style through mud to the
Westfield Drift track.

STILL OUT n ABOUT
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more from STONELEIGH

